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GW and nuclear physics: 
Neutron stars and the search for 
the dense matter equation of state

Jérôme MARGUERON, IP2I Lyon

What do we know from nuclear physics?
What are the new astro. observations and what do they constrain?
New perspectives offered by the observation of neutron stars.



Known    ~ 3300
Expected    ~  
(in our galaxy)

108
Conjectured  (Baade & Zwickly)1934
Discovered  (Bell & Hewish)1967 Mass     (observed)≈ 1.2 − 2.1M⊙

Radius ≈ 10 − 14km

Density     g cm3≈ 1015

Spin     Hz≥ 716

Magnetic field up to ~  G1016

What is a neutron star?

0.3-0.5 km

Outer crust: 
nuclear 
clusters+electrons

Inner crust: nuclear 
clusters+electrons+
neutron gas

Outer core: 
uniform nuclear 
matter (n, p, e, )μ

Inner core: 
unknown 
composition

nsat

3-4nsat

0.001nsat

1-2 km

6-7 km

3-4 km

Atmosphere: H, He

6-8nsat

The understanding of NS is 
mainly due to our knowledge 
in nuclear physics and in 
general relativity.

NS radius provides information 
about the core, but there is also a 
contribution from the crust (10%).

NS mass mostly provides 
information about the core, the 
crust contribution is small (1%).



The discovery of Pulsars
In 1967, Jocelyn Bell and Anthony Hewish discovered the first Pulsars (in radio-wave).

The signal repeated every days 
with 4 minutes delay.

   —> extra-terrestrial origin !

With a better resolution of the signal (T=1.37 s):

Jocelyn Bell and Anthony Hewish



The No’Bell price…
In 1974, Anthony Hewish received the Nobel price for the discovery of pulsars, but not 
Jocelyne Bell.

2023

The contribution of Jocelyn Bell to the discovery of pulsars is huge. 
She would probably have deserved to receive also the Nobel price. 



What we know about neutron stars from 
nuclear physics (with little input from astro. 

observations):



Dense matter from nuclear physics: Esat and Esym

The nuclear chart

N

Z

4200 Stable + exotic nuclei 
produced on Earth

Etot = Esat + EsymI2 + Esurf + ECoul.Z2
Empirical Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula 

Dense matter 
Equation of stateSaturation density 

 & energy nsat Esat

Proton fraction: x

Esym

GSI, GANIL, CERN-
ISOLDE, RIKEN, FRIB-
MSU,…



Contraints from the nuclear breathing mode
Compressible 
liquid-drop:

Incompressibility

Density dependence of the 
energy around nsat

Model dependence?
[Khan, JM, Vidaña PRL 2012, PRC 2013]
[Grams+ PRC 2022]

 with .e(n) ≈ e(nsat) +
1
2

Ksatx2 + … x = (n − nsat)/(3nsat)

nsat
Esat

How is incompressibility measured?

Measured in 
different nuclei Extracted

Ksat

Uniform matter Finite size effects

Correlation analysis
Nuclei 
data

Nuclear matter



[Ex: Somasundaram+ PRC 2021]

Isovector channel: symmetry energy

Density dependence of the symmetry energy:

Difference between 
NM and SM.

Proton fraction: x

esym(n)

Esym

Empirical Bethe-Weizsäcker mass formula: 

Major impact on the 
beta equilibrium in 
neutron stars

μe = μn − μp = 4(1 − 2x)esym(n)

esym,2(n) =
1
2

∂2e(n, δ)
∂δ2

|δ=0

Etot = Ebulk + EsymI2 + Esurf + ECoul.Z2

esym(n) = e(n, δ = 1) − e(n, δ = 0) = esym,2 + …

Slope of the symmetry energy (density dependence):

esym(n) = Esym + Lsymx +
1
2

Ksymx2 + …

   .Lsym =
∂esym(x)

∂x
= 3nsat

∂esym(n)
∂n

In terms of empirical parameters:

L s
ym

 (M
eV

)
Esym (MeV)

[Lattimer & Lim 2012]

with x = (n − nsat)/(3nsat)

with

The composition of dense matter is largely 
determined by the symmetry energy.



Modeling inhomogeneous matter (crust)

[Grams+, FBS 2021, PRC 2022, EPJA 2022]

Outer crust

Wigner-Seitz 
cell

nuclear clusters
+ electrons

Neutron drip

Inner crust

+ neutron gas

crust-core transition

Outer core

n, p, e, μ

N
S 

su
rf

ac
e

N
S 

co
re Compressible liquid-drop model 

based on Skyrme and EFT 
functionals.

χ

u = Vcl /VWS

Large dispersion of 
EFT predictionsχ

Large dispersion 
of Skyrme models

Nuclear masses play an 
important role on the outer crust.
Neutron matter plays an 
important role in the inner crust.



Modeling homogeneous matter (core)

Phase transition(s)

Inner core

+ new particles

crust-core transition

Outer core

n, p, e, μ

N
S 

cr
us

t

N
S 

ce
nt

er

F. Weber, J. Phys. G 27, 465 (2001)

How new data will help to answer these questions?

❖ Is there a phase transition?
❖ If yes, only one or several?
❖ What is the composition of the new 

phases?
❖ Which impact they have on the 

equation of state?

Hybrid star



Links between nuclear physics and 
observation of neutron stars:



Stars and the equation of state…
The sun is at equilibrium 
between gravity and internal 
(radiative) pressure.

This is the case of all celestial 
objects. Only different 
pressures create different 
objects.

The mass and the radius define the density: ρ ∝ M/R3

The radius R of neutron stars reflects 
this equilibrium: 
- large radii —> large internal pressure, 
- small radii —> lower internal pressure.

Measuring neutron star radius is a way to 
measure the internal pressure.

The relation between the internal pressure and the 
density is called the equation of state (EoS).

density

Neutron stars are also at equilibrium.
Assume the density in the star is constant
                                                       and T=0:

A neutron star

r

n(r)

R

nc

r

p(r)

R

pc
pressure

Internal pressure originates from the Pauli exclusion between fermions 
(electrons, nucleons, quarks, …) + interaction (quantum mechanics).



EoS [nuclear] <=> NS (M,R) [astro]
Tolmann-Oppenheimer-
Volkov (TOV) GR equations

P(n) (M,R)(nc)

Reverse engineering, 
Bayesian statistics

[A. Watts et al., PoD (AASKA 14) 043]

Properties of 
extreme matter

Astrophysical 
observations

MTOV



Known and unknown from nuclear physics

The nuclear empirical parameters (NEP) capture the (topological) properties of the EoS around .nsat

with

e(n, δ) ≈ esat(n) + esym,2(n)δ2 + esym,4(n)δ4 + . . .Energy in asymmetric matter:

esat(n) = Esat +
1
2

Ksatx2 +
1
6

Qsatx3 +
1

24
Zsatx4 + …

esym(n) = Esym + Lsymx +
1
2

Ksymx2 +
1
6

Qsymx3 +
1
24

Zsymx4 + …

with

where the isoscalar and isovector terms are expressed as a Taylor expansion in x:
δ = (nn − np)/(nn + np)

x = (n − nsat)/(3nsat)

Small uncertainties Large uncertainties Some uncertainties

Small impact at T=0
These parameters are correlated among each other.! [JM, Casali, Gulminelli, PRC 2018]



A semi-agnostic approach for the nuclear EoS

Semi-agnostic approach (Meta-model):

Kinetic energy 
(Fermi gas)

Potential energy

The nuclear empirical parameters (NEP) capture the 
properties of the EoS around :nsat

with

esat = Esat +
1
2

Ksatx2 +
1
6

Qsatx3 +
1
24

Zsatx4 + …

esym = Esym + Lsymx +
1
2

Ksymx2 +
1
6

Qsymx3 +
1

24
Zsymx4 + …

δ = (nn − np)/(nn + np) x = (n − nsat)/(3nsat)and

Directly 
related to NEP

Less known NEP Unknown NEP

Ksym varied
Qsat fixed

Ksym fixed
Qsat varied

2nsat

2nsat

3nsat

[Baillot d’Étivaux+, ApJ 2019]

Various nuclear modeling (Skyrme, Gogny, RMF, …) 



From nuclear physics to neutron star observations
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Nuclear Empirical Parameters (NEP) are varied independently in the nuclear meta-model.
-> they influence the NS mass-radius relation (astro. observations).

Parameters for :esat(n) Parameters for :esym(n)

The largest source of uncertainties 
are from ,  and .Qsat Lsym Ksym

Ksat Qsat Esym Lsym

Ksym Qsym

[JM, Casali, Gulminelli, PRC 2018]

A better determination of nuclear properties may 
not improve the predictions for neutron star.
—> the largest source of uncertainties is the density dependence of the EoS (Symmetry energy, phase transitions).

Carlson, Dutra, Lourenço, JM, PRC 107 (2023)



Recent advances in astro. observation which 
really impact neutron star equation of state:



From gravitational waves…
Binary neutron stars: Produce gravitational waves with frequency # distance between NS.

If the radius is small, the BNS will reach high frequencies.
If the radius is large, the BNS will be limited in the maximum frequency.

The first observation of the merger of a BNS in 2017 (GW170817) didn’t observed the last orbit 
(due to the noise back-ground).

But there is another way to estimate the compactness of NS: the tidal deformability.

k2 is the Love number and C the compactness.
 quantifies how easy it is to deform the star. It distorts the GW 

signal, and can therefore be measured from the observation.
Λ

Yunes et al., Nature Rev. Phys. 4 (2022).



BNS GW [astro] <=> EoS [nuclear]
LVC, Phys. Rev. X 9, 011001 (2019)

GW170817:
 (90% CL)→ 70 ≤ Λ ≤ 720

Analysis of GW170817 waveform:
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[Tews, JM, Reddy, PRC 2018, EPJA 2019]

MM

CSM

Meta-Model
(nucleonic)
[JM+ 2018]

Sound-speed Model
(phases transitions)
[Tews+ 2018]

The tidal deformability  is a measure 
of the compactness of the star:

Λ̃

The present measure is 
compatible with the 
hypothesis of nucleonic 
matter but also of 
matter with phase 
transition.



New data from GW + NICER X-ray observatory
NICER @ ISS
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Tan, Dore, Dexheimer+, PRD 105, 023018 (2022)



What shall we expect from future detections of GW?
On May, 26th, O4 have started for 18 months.

GW170817 (O2 noise):

Simulation of GW170817 (O4 noise):

Simulation of GW170817 (O4 noise) at various distances:

—> an event similar to GW170817 with D<100 Mpc will bring new information.

Coupechoux et al., PRD 107 (2023).
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How GW170817 was measured:

How it will be measured now:

How all events will be measured:



NICER: Neutron star Interior Cosmic explorER
Some pulsars have hot spots located at their surface. 
When the hot spot goes farther from us, its color if red-shifted 
(doppler effect). When it goes closer to us, it is blue-shifted.

NICER measures the 
radius of NS with 
high precision. 

How it comes?



NICER : an accurate mesure of the neutron star radius
The amplitude of the color shift (doppler-shift) 
depends on the speed of the hot spot ( ).v

We know the rotation frequency ( ).f

The hot spot is located at the surface of 
the pulsar (radius ).R

Since v = R × 2πf
Knowing  and , one can 
deduce  (+ general relativity 
effects)

v f
R

Spin phase
N

um
be

r o
f p

ho
to

ns

Minkowski time-space
Schwarzschild
Schwarzschild + Doppler
Schwarzschild + Doppler + temporal delay

In addition :
The trajectory of the photons is curved 
by strong gravity (temporal delay).

—> The hot spot is always visible!! 
This effect is proportional to the space-time curvature, 
and so to the compactness of the star : C = M/R

Towards the observer

From ,  and , 
one could deduce 

 and .

v f C

R M



NICER X-ray observatory + GW
NICER @ ISS

Am IL/MD

J0740+6620
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Tan, Dore, Dexheimer+, PRD 105, 023018 (2022)



From the thermal emission from qLMXB
[Baillot d’Étivaux+, ApJ 887 (2019)]

—> Bayesian analysis considering 7 sources in globular 
clusters, where the EoS is directly injected into the data 
analysis (first time).
      Average radius (12-13km) preferred.
—> These results are consistent with GW and NICER data.

[NICER 2019] 
PSR J0030+0451

XMM-Newton Chandra

quiescent Low Mass X-ray binaries

Black body like emission:

GAIA

Rutledge+ ApJ 577 (2002)
Guillot+ ApJ 732 (2011), ApJ 738 (2011), ApJ 772 (2013), 
ApJL 796 (2014)
Özel RPP 76 (2013)
Steiner+, ApJL 765 (2013), MNRAS 476 (2018)
Heinke+ MNRAS (2014)
Lattimer+ ApJ 784 (2014)
Bogdanov+ ApJ 831 (2016)
Baillot d’Étivaux ApJ 887 (2019), …

Robs = RNS /(1 + M/R)F ∝ T4(Robs /D)2 and



Modeling the dense matter 
equation of state



The dense matter equation of state

• What is the symmetry energy around 
saturation density?

          -> fix the composition of matter.
• What is the composition of dense matter?

• Ordinary neutron, proton, electron and 
muon degrees of freedom?

• Or new dof such as hyperons or 
quarks?

          -> determine the radius of massive NS.

Kyutoku et al., Living Rev. Rel 24 (2021)



Microscopic description of dense matter
There is no microscopic theory for dense matter, only models.

QCD is the theory for strong force. 
It describes the interaction between quarks and it has a special property: asymptotic freedom. 
-> it is perturbative at high density, non-perturbative at low energy.

Nuclear physics is low-energy 
-> it is then in the non-perturbative regime of QCD.

Why?

At low energy, QCD has another property: color confinement.

Quarks prefer to be color white, then to combine together 3 complementary colors.
-> quarks form neutrons and protons.

The nuclear interaction between neutrons and protons is the residual of the strong force (like 
Van der Waals force in atomic physics).

Bridging from QCD (fundamental theory) to nuclear interaction is difficult.
It is necessary to consider an effective or phenomenological approach.

-> There are several approaches in nuclear physics with various links to QCD. No theory, but several models.



Description of dense matter
Microscopic approach

Hamiltonian or Lagrangian

Many-body treatment (Hartree-Fock, 
quantum Monte-Carlo, …)

Phase(s) transition(s)

EoS in extreme matter

Matter at beta-equilibrium 

Lepton contribution



Description of dense matter
Microscopic approach

Hamiltonian or Lagrangian

Many-body treatment (Hartree-Fock, 
quantum Monte-Carlo, …)

Phase(s) transition(s)

EoS in extreme matter

Matter at beta-equilibrium 

Lepton contribution

Agnostic approach

Construct the relation p <->  mathematically.ρ

But ignoring the composition of matter.

Ignore the interaction.

Ignore the many-body treatment.

May include phase(s) transition(s).



Exemple of an agnostic approach
Polytropic EoS: P(ρ) = KρΓ

Density (g cm-3)

Adiabatic index

P(ρ) = ρ2 de
dρ

using

e(ρ) = 1 + a +
1

Γ − 1
KρΓ−1

We deduce the energy as

constant

Piecewise polytropes:

Above , a set of densities is considered: ρ0 ρ0 < ρ1 < ρ2 < . . .

P(ρ) = KiρΓi

e(ρ) = 1 + ai +
1

Γi − 1
KiρΓi−1

The continuity of P and e at  is imposed -> fix  and .ρi ai Ki

 and  are free parameters:
- They can be adjusted to reproduce existing EoS,
- Or they can be tossed randomly in a MCMC exploration.

ρi Γi

Read+, PRD 79, 124032 (2009)

Pression (dyn cm-2)



MR relations from piecewise polytropes
Read+, PRD 79, 124032 (2009)

First branch

Second branch

-> There are maybe 2 branches of neutron stars: 
First branch explaining large radii, 
Second branch explaining small radii.

This is not specific from piecewise polytopes.
From microscopic understanding, this comes from the onset 
of a phase transition between nuclear matter towards an 
exotic matter.

Quark matter, or hyperon matter, or …

MTOV

MTOV

MTOV



Agnostic analysis of GW170817
Annala+, PRL 120, 172703 (2018)

GW170817 detection and analysis in 
terms of the tidal deformability:

Abbott, LVC Coll. PRL 119, 161101 (2017)

If MTOV > 2 Mo

NS with M>2Mo has recently been observed 
(radio astronomy): -> MTOV > 2 Mo



Consequences for extreme matter EoS
Annala+, PRL 120, 172703 (2018)

Excluded by MTOV limit
« soft » EoS

GW excludes
« hard » EoS

More accurate measurement of  -> further reduction of EoS band.Λ̃

Radio and GW astronomy bound the EoS.

Simple illustration of a multi-messenger analysis (see talk of S. Antier for more evolved analyses).



Sound speed model (CSM)
c2

s =
dp
dρThe sound speed is defined as: (At zero temperature and for a single component)

Tews+, ApJ 860, 149 (2018)

Similarly to the piecewise polytopes, one can consider a set of densities where the sound speed is given.

Given  with , ,  well chosen (to reproduce existing model or to explore 
uncertainties), one can obtain:

n0 < n1 < n2 < . . . c2
s,0 c2

s,1 c2
s,2

μ(n) = μi ( n
ni )

c2
s,i

ϵ(n) = ϵi + ∫
dϵ
dn′ 

dn′ = ϵi + ∫ μ(n′ )dn′ 

p(n) = pi + ∫
dp
dn′ 

dn′ = pi + ∫
dp
dϵ

dϵ
dn′ 

dn′ = pi + c2
s,i ∫ μ(n′ )dn′ 

We deduce:

μ =
dϵ
dn

n =
dp
dμ

(cs /c)2 =
n
μ

dμ
dn

ϵ = ρc2 n = ρ/mnucIntroducing the energy density (MeV fm-3): and the number density (fm-3):

From thermodynamic: Chemical potential: and number density:



Sound speed structure from NS observations
Agnostic approach based on the sound speed approach.
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NS observations

[Somasundaram+, arXiv 2022]

The groups reflect 
the slope of the 
sound speed:

Increasing slope of cs



Sound speed structure from NS observations
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[Somasundaram+, arXiv 2022]
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First order phase transition (FOPT) explicitly considered



Impact on the EoS
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[Somasundaram+, arXiv 2022]

stable branch

—> astrophysical information to date do not necessarily require a phase transition to exotic (quark) matter.

Unstable branch



Phase transition(s) at high density

The density is: n =
8
d3

=
1

8R3If the instability condition is d=4R:

What is the nucleon size? If it is about 0.7 fm (=R), then n ≈ 0.5fm−3 ≈ 3nsat

—> nucleonic matter could be replaced by quark matter at .≈ 3nsat

d average distance between nucleons.
R nucleon size.

d R

Geometrical condition for phase transition:

Heavy neutron stars may have a quark core. 
Can it be proven by observations?



Phase transition(s) in NS
NICER

EoS modelings:
- SLy4 (often used in GW papers).
- First order phase transition to exotic matter.
- Cross-over quarkyonic matter (McLerran & Reddy PRL 2020, JM+ PRC 2022).

Data:
GW170817 and NICER (J0030 + J0740).

—>First order phase transition softens the EoS: hybrid stars are smaller!

LIGO-Virgo

[Somasundaram, JM, EPL 138 (2022)]



Phase transition(s) in NS
NICERData:

GW170817 and NICER (J0030 + J0740).

If the FOPT occurs at low density —> masquerade Qyc and produce bigger stars.

LIGO-Virgo

[Somasundaram, JM, EPL 138 (2022)]

EoS modelings:
- SLy4 (often used in GW papers).
- First order phase transition to exotic matter.
- Cross-over quarkyonic matter (McLerran & Reddy PRL 2020, JM+ PRC 2022).



Connection to pQCD at high density

X=1

X=2
X=4

R. Somasundaram, I. Tews and JM, Phys. Rev. C 107 (2023).

Constraints from astrophysical observations are still better than pQCD.
Note opposite conclusions from Gorda, Komoltsev and Kurkela, arXiv:2204.11279.

Crust EOS 
+ sound speed model 
+ extrapolation from nTOV to pQCD limit (see Komoltsev & Kurkela, PRL 2022). 



Conclusions
From nuclear physics: From astrophysics:

- Better determination of the density dependence of 
the EoS (Heavy ion collisions, collective motion).

- Better or new measurements of , , .Lsym Ksym Qsat

- Future detections by Advanced LIGO and Virgo 
(O4 and O5): expect several BNS at long distance, 
not always with electromagnetic counterparts.

- NICER: release of new pulsars or updated 
analyses on existing results.

NICA@Dubna

Neutron stars, 
supernovae, 
kilonovae…

Par$cle and nuclear 

accelerators

Astrophysical 

observa$ons

BNS merger

Complementarity



Outlook for the future

NICA@Dubna

Neutron stars, 
supernovae, 
kilonovae…

Par$cle and nuclear 

accelerators

Astrophysical 

observa$ons

BNS merger

The nuclear physics community is ready for the future new data from nuclear physics and from astrophysics.

How neutrinos propagate? What are 
the transport properties of extreme 
matter?
Are BNS the main astrophysical site 

How changes the nuclear interaction with temperature?
Which new particles appear at supra-saturation densities (phase transition)?
Links between deconfinement and chiral symmetry restoration?

Question we want to answer:

Future questions:
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